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This set of three complete novels follows Ellie Jordan, a paranormal detective in the heavily haunted city of Savannah, Georgia. Ellie uses a combination of historical research,
ghost-hunting technology, and stubborn toughness to protect her clients and remove dangerous entities from their homes.
Included in this set:
Ellie Jordan, Ghost Trapper (book 1)
When a family contacts her to deal with a disturbing presence in the crumbling old mansion they've purchased, Ellie first believes it to be a typical, by-the-book specter, a
residual haunting by a restless spirit. Instead, she finds herself confronting an older and more powerful evil that dwells within the walls of the house, stalking the living.
Ellie must unravel the secret history behind the haunting in order to remove the ghost. She is aided by her new assistant Stacey, a recent film school graduate with a gift for
capturing images and video of ghosts, and Jacob, a reluctant young psychic. Together, they will try to evict the dangerous spirits of the dead, whose threats to the family grow
more terrifying every night.
Cold Shadows (book 2)
Paranormal investigator Ellie Jordan faces a difficult new case. Her clients are a family haunted by multiple ghosts and a poltergeist that wrecks their home at night. Their
seven-year-old son’s invisible friends may not be imaginary at all, but the restless spirits of dead children.
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To clear her clients’ house of the dangerous entities, Ellie must unravel the mysterious deaths of another family who lived in the old mansion more than a hundred and sixty
years ago—and she must do it before the ghosts can carry out their malevolent designs on her clients and their children.
The Crawling Darkness (book 3)
Ellie Jordan investigates an apartment building where a twisted, dangerous entity emerges from closets and doorways to terrorize the residents at night. A powerful spirit, it
feeds on fear and takes the shape of its victims' worst nightmares.
Ellie and her mentor Calvin have tried to capture the same entity before, in a different house nearby, an attempt that ended in disaster. Now, with the help of her apprentice
Stacey, Ellie must try again to capture the elusive shape-shifting ghost before it can claim another soul as its own.
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